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WEBSITES 

 
MUSLIMARRIAGE 
 

Synopsis: To create a small simple website aimed at orthodox Muslims looking to get married. The main aim 

was to get these particular individuals to join the website, update their profile and search through other 

profiles to see if they like a profile. The website had to be professional looking yet simple and easy to use. 

The more users join, the greater the success of the website .A dynamic website and a forum was created 

using technologies such as PHP and mySQL, as well as HTML and CSS. 

Status: Currently Offline 
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HUMA PRESS  
 

Synposis: To create a small static website using HTML, CSS and relevant imagery to display the small 

publication portfolio of the publication house and other relevant content. 

Status: online at www.humapress.com 

 

 

http://www.humapress.com/
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MUSLIM PUBLISHERS ASSOCIATION  
 

Synopsis: The aim was to create a professional looking website for Muslim publishers worldwide and allow 

them to collaborate effectively, for which reason a VBulletin forum was also added to the website. 

Status: online at http://www.mpa-org.com  

 

http://www.mpa-org.com/
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OTHER WEBSITES  
 

I have designed other websites which are now offline and unfortunately I don’t have copies of them. This 

includes a website I designed for Vanilla Paris (a designer retail shop based on Kings Road in London); a zen-

cart website for a furniture shop based in Tooting, London; a cookery website based on Wordpress CMS for 

my personal use; as well as a Joomla based website for a local weekend school advertising their courses. 
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MOBILE APPLICATION 

 
LOCKSMITH APPLICATION  
 

Synopsis: To create a small simple mobile application aimed at users who have lost or misplaced their keys 

and require a locksmith. The main aim was to get these particular individuals to search the application and 

use the information to call locksmiths. As well as this, locksmiths should also be able to add themselves on to 

the database easily. The application should be professional looking yet simple and easy to use. It was designed 

using SQL, PHP and MP – XHTML and WALL/WURFL technologies. 

Status: Currently offline 

The following are image captures of when the application was tested on the following phones: 
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VISUAL APPLICATION 

 
 ‘MYPLAYER’  
 

Synopsis: The aim of this application was to create an interactive visual application of a newly designed MP3 

(audio) and MP4 (video) player in Microsoft Expression Blend, that looks visually very similar to an iPad Touch. 

This device allows users to select and view a range of videos and listen to music and display relevant 

information about the audio or video. Alongside that, as MP4 players usually contain other features too; a 

calendar and a radio feature was also added. As touch screen based MP4 players are very popular and easy to 

use, this MP4 player is touch screen based, and a touch can be mimicked with a mouse in the application. 

Status: Currently offline 

 
PROTOTYPE  
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APPLICATION 
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POSTER 
 

I have designed posters for various charity events and conferences. However, unfortunately I don’t have 

copies of the posters in digital format. 

 
ACADEMIC POSTER  
 

Synopsis: Academic poster designed for the final year project on Morphological Image Processing of Corneal 

Endothelial Cells. 

Status: Offline, used in print format for display at an academic event.



 



HTML  NEWSLETTER 

 
CENTQUIZ LAUNCH NEWSLETTER  
 

Synopsis: CentQuiz launch newsletter designed using HTML. 

Status: Sent to various mailing lists 
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BROCHURE 

 
DESIGN BASE LIGHTING BROCHURE 
 

Synopsis: A lighting brochure (for print) designed for Design Base UK, a furniture shop in Tooting, London. 

Status: Used for both print and online, distributed in South London in 2008. 

Please refer to next page for a copy of the brochure. 
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Holding page 
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Holding page 
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PROTOTYPE &  USABILITY DESIGN 
 

Usability and prototype design was considered in all applications and websites I designed. However, for one 

website, centquiz.com, I was only involved in the prototype and usability design. 

 
CENTQUIZ .COM  
 

Synopsis: CentQuiz.com is an educational, charitable website that aims to promote the learning of Islam and 

raise money for our affiliate charities. Play our quiz and for every correct answer, we donate one cent to 

charity. You can choose how the money you raise is spent: emergency relief work; sponsor an orphan; 

education; medication; or water projects. CentQuiz.com pays for these donations with the money it generates 

through advertising. As CentQuiz.com is a not-for-profit organisation, all money generated goes to charity. 

Status: Online at www.centquiz.com 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.centquiz.com/
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BANNERS 
 

There are various banners I have designed, which are online at www.centquiz.com and other websites. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

http://www.centquiz.com/

